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10 
Things every event
planner needs to know
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Introduction 
Event planning can require plenty of insight
and preparation to effectively market and
coordinate all the components of the
event.

Consider this list  of the most important
aspects of planning any event and t ips on
how to prepare for each one.

With some research and consideration of
these important points, you can
successfully manage t ime and resources,
and plan for every feature of the event and
any unexpected developments.
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1. What to look for in a registration

"What are the ticketing options? packages? "

"Are there different payment options? Pricing tiers?"

"Do they offer coupon codes and discount options?"

"What are the ticket delivery methods? Can they be mailed?"

"How does their customization work? do I get 100% face value?"

"What kind of support do they offer me and my customers?"

One of the most important parts and at the beginning of almost every event planning,
is organizing and preparing for an event registration.

If you are using the right event registration, stress should be lifted off your shoulders,
not weighing you down even more.

The better t icket registration will offer a variety of features so you’ll have everything
you need!

Know the things your event registration should have that will reduce stress, make your
guests happy and lead to a more successful event.

We call this list your top secret weapons f or having an impressive event
registration! When searching for a t icketing software ask yourself the following
questions:

There are always so many questions to narrow down whether their software is right for your event ,
but start  with the ones I previously listed first  as they are the most important aspects of a
registration.   
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2. How to manage a budget
Before executing any event planning activit ies, outline the budget for the event as a place
to start . It  is important to know exactly how much money is available for planning the entire
event.

Once a figure is determined, divide the budget according to the activity. For example, set
aside a healthy port ion of the budget towards marketing, promotional supplies, and
ticketing software.

Also, set a realist ic budget for food and entertainment so there is enough to cover
everything and then some extra for emergencies and plan B , C, and D.

Here are the basics of  what you might want to budget f or:

Venue Food 
Music &

Audio Rentals 

▢ Rental space

▢ Security deposit

▢ Insurance

▢ Parking space

▢ Permits

▢ Catering

▢ Vendors

▢ Alcohol

▢ Licences/permits

▢ Bartending fee

▢ Gratuity fees

▢ Labor

▢ DJ

▢ Equipment

▢ WIFI/internet

▢ Labor

▢ Tables/chairs

▢ Tents

▢ Staging

▢ Delivery

▢ Labor

▢ Setup/tear down

▢ Decorations

Decor Marketing Planning

▢ Props

▢ Flowers

▢ Lighting

▢ Theme

▢ Party favors

▢ Invitations

▢ Registration

▢ Digital ads

▢ Lead magnets

▢ Website

▢ Traditional marketing

▢ Travel time

▢ Employee compensation

▢ Office supplies

▢ Accounting

▢ Coordinators/labor

--
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"The first rule for choosing vendors is to avoid
those who suggest that your budget isn't
sufficient. The planning process should be about
taking your ideas and making them work" 

Mindy Weiss

--
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3. How to network & find sponsors

1. Meet people through other people (join social groups)

2. Don't take up too much of their time (listen to them)

3. Let the other person speak or have a turn at speaking

5. Present a success story of your own (be humble)

6. Find a reason to follow up with them or create one

7. Don't find a clique, but socialize with other groups

8. Have a business card on hand, always! (market yourself)

Being able to network effectively is one of the most important functions of any
professional, but it  is especially important for event planners because they create new
connections with businesses and people who can help further their planning efforts.

Understand how to connect and create interest with the public to generate interest in
current and future events.

In addit ion, it  is important to connect with sponsors who can make the event a reality.
Polish those social skills and get out there and be informative, friendly, and fun!

--
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4. How to use social media
Event planners today must know how to use social media to their advantage because
these platforms are one of the most powerful promotional tools available, for free I
might add.

The platforms you focus on should be based on the target audience of the campaign;
Instagram, Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, etc. Is the event geared toward Millennials,
ret irees, or entire families? For a younger crowd including Millennials, focus on Instagram,
and for families and retirees concentrate on Twitter and Facebook, for business or
corporate professionals LinkedIn is your girl!

Of course, ideally, you would want to incorporate as many as realist ically is possible,
but instead f ocus on the platf orms with your demographics and target market.

The utilization of social media networks has litt le impact if you are not responsive to
your audience. Your consumers want to feel that you are attentive and that sought
out answers can be reached quickly.

Companies commonly make the mistake of severing this interactive conversation
hours before or during the event, leaving the attendees without answers or insightful
commentary. A great way to enhance the overall experience for your attendees is to
continuously respond to their tweets during and after the event to gain helpful
feedback and understanding.

--
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"To create something exceptional, your mindset
must be relentlessly focused on the smallest
detail" 
 

Giorgia Armani

--
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5. Understand the benefits of event
insurance 
Events budgets can be significant and having event insurance can help protect from
financial losses as a result  of an unfortunate incident.

For example, if there is a natural disaster or last-minute cancellat ions, the insurance will
protect the policyholder. Before planning the event, check out local insurance agencies
that provide event insurance and purchase a policy.

You can never predict the events that occur within your event. From accidents to
damages, selecting a venue with event-specific insurance is smart . The cost of an
unforeseen disaster can overwhelm current and future budgets.

This could also result  in the shuttering of an event planning business and its reputation
altogether.

Don’t  take chances. Take the insurance!

K & K Insurance The Event Helper Event Insurance 

CSI Special Event Allstate Nationwide 

--
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6. Know your target market

In order to prevent wasted marketing efforts, event planners must know who their
target market is and make efforts to connect with them during their marketing stages.

These efforts can include using a variety of media outlets and creative promotion
ideas including hosting a giveaway or other interesting promotion that appeals to their
demographic.

If you don’t  know your target audience, your campaign is pointless.

The easiest way to know your audience, is to take your top 5 clients and turn them into
buyer personas to create your campaign f or those type of  consumers.

A buyer persona is a representation of an ideal customer based on real data and
selected educated speculation about customer demographics, behavior patterns,
motivations and goals.

To create your own, follow our link to learn exactly how to create your own buyer
personas and get a better idea of who you should be advert ising to.

--

http://www.purplepass.com/blog/2018/11/14/how-to-create-buyer-personas-for-event-marketing/
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7. What are your resources? 
Before planning an event, it  is important to know exactly what the available resources
are, and how to access them.

By knowing what resources are available, event planners can then form a plan that
incorporates those resources effectively, and allows them to maximize the benefits
from each.

Outline each potential resource bef ore starting the planning process and
conf irm the availability of  each one bef ore putting the plan into action.

Here are some popular resources 

Purplepass Blog Bizzabo Blog Eventb rite Blog

 The Balance Small
Business 

Smart Meetings Endless Events 
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8. Understand the importance of schedules
Strategically planning the event for a t ime frame when most people can attend is one
of the keys to creating a good turnout.

Avoid scheduling around any major holidays and large local events, especially any in the
same part icular industry.

Weekends during the daytime seem to be the best t ime for most events and if the
event is planned for the evening, Friday or Saturday nights are great options.

Family events have a higher attendance rate during the late spring and summer
months when children are out of  school f or the summer.

Consult  local school schedules to give insight when planning a family event during the
school year and try to plan during vacation periods.

--
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9. Learn how to talk to the media
Learning how to communicate with the media is an important skill to have for any
event promoter.

Eventually, planners are expected to appear in related videos and print segments to
get the word out and connect with the target audience.

Polish those public speaking skills and master the art  of delivering important
information clearly so the message reaches the intended viewers or readers.

--
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10. Know how to run your backup plans 
No one ever knows when something can go wrong, but you should expect something
to, small or large, it  usually happens.

Even the most carefully planned events can have bumps along the way. Knowing what
the backup plans are for things such as venue cancellat ion, unplanned weather
condit ions, more or fewer people than expected, unexpected delays and anything else
you can think of no matter how crazy it  may seem.

Always prepare for anything so that if the unexpected happens, planners can reduce
the negative impacts it  has on the event.

Be prepared physically, but remember mentally is just as important.

Remember these 10 steps in case a backup plan is needed:

Stay Calm, panicking won’t help anything.  

Stay in control. Don’t drop the reins if something goes wrong.  

Be flexible. Things will go wrong, adjust quickly.  

Find the problem so you can fix it.  

Move quickly when there is an issue.  

Be honest. Lying will only make things worse.  

Announce the solution at the same time you announce the problem.  

Test everything and always have a contingency.  

Get everything in writing.  

Put procedures in place for every situation.   
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Want to read more?

Visit our blog

Our blog is a great resource for event planners
and promoters wanting to learn more about the

event industry. Keep reading below!

http://www.purplepass.com/blog/

